EdgeX-Horizon Project Group Meeting: June 17, 2019

**Attendees:** Joe Pearson, Ike Alisson,
Attendees that may have joined after the start of the meeting may not have been captured and listed.

Discussion and action items as a result of meeting in **RED**

**Old Business**

See [https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Open+Horizons++EdgeX+Project+Group](https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Open+Horizons++EdgeX+Project+Group) for project presentation.

Additional topics (long term):
- Define Gap Analysis
- Define work in EdgeX to make this happen
- Define work in Horizon to make this happen
- Make recommendation to EdgeX (and Horizon) on where Horizon project should live
- Phase II – roadmap future for integration effort and any impact on either project

**New Business**
- •